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Executive summary
Road Trauma Support Services Victoria (RTSSV) is a community based, not-for-profit organisation
with a proud history of supporting people impacted by road trauma since 1994.
Each year, more than 3,000 Victorians who have been impacted by road trauma access our free information,
support and counselling, more than 7,500 attend our road safety programs and our road safety messages
reach more than four million people.
Based on road safety and advocacy work, we have observed that people who have been directly impacted
can play a powerful role personalising the enormous human and social impact of road crashes.
Our submission focuses on the value of providing a platform to channel community concern about lives lost
and serious injuries on our roads, and humanising and sharing very personal stories of road trauma.

3+K COUNSELLING
7.5+K EDUCATION
4+M COMMUNITY REACH

Community ‘Road Safety Wishes’ from our Shine a Light on Road Safety campaign
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Introduction
Not many in the community who have not been personally affected by road trauma would understand the
extent and impact of trauma on our roads. Most people have a misplaced understanding that road trauma is
a function of only illegal driving behaviours rather than human error.
Greater awareness of road trauma data could be shared with the public; however, an understanding of facts
alone will not result in change.

Background
Most people think of themselves as a ‘good driver’, and that road trauma will not happen to them.
There is widespread community misunderstanding that road trauma is the result of poor driving attitudes,
behaviour and skills rather than human error or mistakes.
“I was on my way to work...driving the same way I do every day. I didn’t see the car stop in front of me in
time. Now my life has changed forever.” Counselling client
While individual responsibility is important, the benefits of population-level road safety interventions are
poorly understood.
We think that there is more we can do to increase community support for road safety.
“The crash has had a dramatic impact on my life, but, if my story can prevent road trauma from affecting just
one other family, I will feel something positive has come from it.” Volunteer speaker
Critical road safety interventions such as speed reduction proposals, road barriers, mandating safer cars etc
are often criticised and resisted by those who believe that road trauma will not happen to them.
We have seen the power of personal stories to challenge complacency and change people’s thinking.
Personal speakers can engage and connect with people in a way that facts alone cannot; people remember
personal stories and they connect with people from their communities. Their stories are powerful, and people
listen.
“Me being a mother and a grandmother I should be ashamed of myself. For the volunteer speakers to have
the strength to stand in front of us offenders. The volunteers are hero’s, so awesome and inspirational. They
live each day with their road trauma story. The program made me cry. I still don’t have my licence back but
when I do, I will be very careful. I have learnt my lesson.” Education program participant
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Section 1
Current Victorian Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020 and progress towards its
aim of a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities with 200 or less lives lost annually by 2020
RTSSV support the “vision of no road deaths and serious injuries - a future where every journey is a safe
one”.
The Victorian government and the key road safety agencies play a vital role in ensuring we are a world
leader in developing safer roads, safer vehicles, safer speeds and safer people.

Recommendations
Action: Empower people to speak-up
We recommend that people impacted by road trauma and community road safety advocates are provided
with more training, support and opportunities to share their stories and road safety messages in a way that
aligns with the Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy and builds community support for road safety.
Action: Build a constituency for change
Over ten years more than one million people are touched by the ripple effect of road trauma, forming a
strong but often silent road safety constituency.
We recommend that the government and road safety partners:
− engage influential champions to help create a climate for change
− explore new ways for people impacted by road trauma to meaningfully advocate for change
− provide additional resources to mobilise community support and collaboration on specific road safety
issues (e.g. local groups addressing local road speeds, parent groups for young drivers, industry groups
for road safety leadership etc).

RTSSV road safety ambassador, Chris Latimer telling her road trauma story as part of a government initiative
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Section 3
Adequacy of current speed enforcement measures and speed management policies
Through our education programs, we have seen the power of combining education and fines to shift attitudes
and behaviour.
We believe that combing fines with education can play a part in challenging perceptions of ‘revenue raising’
from fines.
We are currently working with Victoria Police and the Monash University Accident Research Centre to
develop a new program “What’s the Rush” which aims to address cultural beliefs and attitudes about lowlevel speeding. The pilot is in the development phase and is planned to be a short non-treatment based,
cautionary offender program where drivers caught for low-level speed offences are given the option of
attending an education session instead of receiving a fine.

Recommendations
Action: Combine fines with education
We recommend trialling the effectiveness of combining education with sanctions to challenge community
complacency for low-level speeding and other common driving offences such as phone use.

Section 4
The impact of smart phone use on driver distraction
Our anecdotal evidence suggests the number of road trauma incidents caused by driver distraction and
mobile phone use is increasing substantially.

Recommendations
Actions: Increase enforcement, sanctions and education
We recommend increased enforcement, sanctions and education for people who use their mobile phones
while driving. We recommend further research and public education about driver distraction.

RTSSV road safety ambassador, Alex Eleftheriou telling his road trauma story to the media
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Section 7
Adequacy of driver training programs and related funding structures such as the L2P program
RTSSV supports the L2P program and the value of supporting all young Victorians to have access to the
training and supervision they need to get their license.
68 per cent of the drivers with traffic offences who are referred, by the Magistrate’s Court of Victoria and the
Department of Community Corrections, to our programs are aged 18 to 34 year-olds. 36 per cent are
tradespeople.
While there is a lot of valuable road safety education in schools, we have observed that many young drivers,
especially in the high-risk ages of 18 to 25 year-olds, seem to ‘forget’ these messages. We have seen the
benefits associated with ongoing active reminders (messaging) targeting young drivers.

Recommendations
Action: Educate red P-plate drivers
We recommend that the government and road safety partners:
− trial new programs to guide young solo-drivers (three to six months after they get their P’s) to reinforce
safe driving messages and challenge increasing optimism bias
− to involve young people in the development of education programs and to be advocates for safer driving
− investigate opportunities to target road safety education to the TAFE sector
− review the current incentives for young drivers who have a clean driving record and consider new ways to
provide positive incentives to young drivers who may experience minor ‘errors of judgement’ but go on to
display positive learnings from these events.

Section 8
Adequacy and accuracy of road collision data collection
RTSSV has been collecting data on our Road Trauma Awareness Seminar (RTAS) program since 2004.

Recommendations
Action: Share data
RTSSV would like to contribute the data from our education programs to the data sets of the road safety
partners and research organisations to develop a framework to measure the efficacy (recidivism and crash
reduction rates) in this and other community-led road safety programs.
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About us
Support

Candles lit in memory of people impacted by road trauma at our Time for Remembering ceremony

More than 3,000 Victorians impacted by road trauma access our services each year, receiving vital
information, support and counselling when it is most needed.
Our services are free, confidential and delivered by professional counsellors with extensive knowledge and
experience in the fields of grief and trauma.
Our clients include families, friends and colleagues; injured people and carers; pedestrians, cyclists, drivers
and passengers; people who were first-on-scene and emergency service workers.

Prevention
RTSSV is committed to educating the community and raising public awareness about road trauma
and how it affects people’s lives.
Our road safety programs reached more than 7,500 people last year via community groups, schools,
workplaces, and drivers who have offended or are at risk of offending on Victorian roads. (See Appendix A)
Our education model involves connecting local people sharing their story to small groups in their community.
The format of our programs encourages rich conversations that genuinely shift attitudes and behaviours.
Volunteer speakers share their personal stories to humanise road safety messages (facts, statistics,
information and risks). We do not use graphic images or shock tactics.
The RTAS program started in in 2004 with the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria as a pilot diversionary program
known then as the Traffic Offender Program. Last year 1,580 drivers, mostly drivers with traffic offences,
participated in the program. The two and a half-hour seminar is based on restorative justice principles and
includes information about the safe systems model, driver risks and most importantly, volunteer stories.
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Advocacy

RTSSV road safety ambassador, Karen Robinson telling her road trauma story for our Shine a Light on Road Safety campaign

Road safety advocates
Our volunteer speakers play a powerful role in personalising road trauma, challenging complacency
and getting ‘buy-in’ for road safety interventions.
Last year our volunteers shared their road safety message, in person, with more than 7,500 people and
reached more than two million people via television, print, radio and social media.
Our volunteer road safety speakers receive ongoing training and support. Most volunteers are engaged at
least two years post-incident (after the acute and early phases of impact) and after all legal issues have been
finalised. This timing is important to protect their wellbeing and recovery.
“Lifesaving for sure. It has improved my sense of self-worth after our family’s tragic event. It helped me
rebuild and re-energised my life to give it meaning and purpose. It has given me opportunities to connect and
develop meaningful relationships with likeminded people” Volunteer speaker
In 2017 The University of Melbourne undertook a scoping review for Survivor Storytelling in Road Trauma
Education, and they are currently undertaking a detailed follow-up study of our volunteer program, and the
results will be available in early 2020.
Shine a Light on Road Safety
Shine a Light on Road Safety is our annual campaign, in National Road Safety Week, to bring people
impacted by road trauma together in mutual support and to advocate for road safety. The campaign reaches
more than four million people and provides a platform to amplify the road safety wishes of our community.

More than 600 Victorian’s attend our Shine a Light on Road Safety walk each year
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Appendix A: Programs
Program/service

Details

Road trauma information,
counselling and support

Free services for all Victorians impacted by road trauma. Funded by a
Transport Accident Commission (TAC) grant and donations.

Community road safety
education

Programs with schools, community groups, sporting clubs and
workplaces reaching more than 6,000 people each year.

Road Trauma Awareness
Seminar program

Our program aligns with the Victorian Government’s Safe System
approach to improve driver attitudes and behaviours, to support safer
road user behaviour and empowers participants to make safer decisions
on the road while having a monetary contribution.
Delivered in conjunction with the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria to traffic
offenders as part of sentencing options.
2013 Monash University Accident Research Centre study found the
semianrs to be a low-cost user-pays option to provide participants with
insight into the risks associated with high risk driving behaviours, such
as facing further sanctions or serious injury or fatal crashes.

Extended Road Trauma
Awareness Seminar for
Community Corrections Order
clients

2019 pilot with Community Corrections Victoria over a six-month period,
with the aim to reinforce safe driving messages for Community
Corrections Order client’s referred to RTAS.

Drive to Learn program

Diversion program with the Children’s Court for young people (14-18
years-old, pre-licensing) who are facing or have been charged with
traffic-related offences.

Restorative Justice Prison
program

2019 pilot of a nine-week program with Community Corrections Victoria
to address prisoners ongoing psychological impacts of road trauma and
high risk offending, and to improve rehabilitation and prosocial driving
behaviours.

What’s the Rush - speed
awareness program

Pilot program for low-level speeding infringements. Short non-treatment
based, cautionary offender program where drivers caught for low-level
speed offences will be given the option of attending an education
session instead of a fine.
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